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feet in front of us were the cupolas of Saint Mark, which
is, properly speaking, the private chapel of the Doge, and no
monarch in the world can boast of a better or finer. Here
my unfortunate companion lost his hat, which rolled over
and over till it joined his clothes in the canal. He declared
this was a bad omen, but I cheered him by pointing out that
if the hat had fallen to the left, instead of to the right, it
would have tumbled at the very feet of the guards in the
courtyard. It was a proof, I told him, that God was protect-
ing us, and at the same time, it was a lesson to him to be
more prudent.
I left Balbi perched on the gable, while I explored the
roof in search of some skylight or window, by means of
which we could enter the palace. After searching for more
than an hour without finding any point to which I could
fasten my cords, the canal and the courtyard were not to be
thought of; to get beyond the church, towards the Canonica^
I should have to climb such perilous slopes that I abandoned
this idea also. Nevertheless, something must be done. I fixed
my eyes on a garret window facing the canal, about two-
thirds from the top of the roof. It was far enough away
from our part of the palace for me to feel sure it was not
connected with the prisons. If I could get in through it I
should probably find myself in some attic, inhabited or other-
wise, belonging to the apartment of some one of the palace
functionaries, and at break of day the doors would be
opened. I was morally certain that any of the palace serv-
ants, even those of the Doge himself, so far from giving
us up to justice, would only help us in our flight, even had
we been the worst of criminals, so hateful was the Inquisi-
tion in the eyes of all men. I let myself slide down the
roof till I arrived astraddle the garret window; by leaning
over I could feel it was filled with small panes of glass,
behind which was a grating. The glass was easily disposed
of, but in my nervous state of mind the grating, slight
though it was, filled me with dismay. I was weary, hungry,
over-excited, and this obstacle seemed insurmountable, I

